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HDTV

The Switch and You

Congress has mandated that the analog transmission of over-the-air television broadcasts cease on February 17,
2009. What effect will it have on your TV watching? You think you are ready to investigate or buy a High Definition
TV, but what do you need to know?

Lloyd Quick, member of the Mid-Hudson Computer User Group, will talk about transmission frequencies, antennas,
resolution, format, screen size, HDMI 1.3, LCD, Plasma, DLP, Front Projection, Rear Projection, Organic LED, and
so forth. A mechanical engineer, Lloyd started making memory drums and disks in 1955 for computers at Excello
Corporation in Springfield, VT, and then transferred to the Walled Lake, MI, plant, as chief engineer. His hobbies are
electronics and radio-controlled airplanes and helicopters.
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For membership cards, address changes,
missing issues, please contact Earl Gundersen,
Membership Chair, at 845-739-6299 or email
him at earlg1@optonline.net. Please contact
Earl directly, rather than through other club
members, to ensure that your requests are
handled in a timely manner.

Address Changes,
 Membership Issues

Welcome to Our Members

New Member:
Sally Feinberg

Renewals:
Arnold Breisblatt, Corki Corker, Richard Patrick Devine, Donato Di Santo, Edward Miller, Guido Pantaleoni,

Robert and Carolyn Reiss, Larry Richardson, Dr. Armand P. Siconolfi, Melvin Siegel, Donald and Kathleen Tashner,
Linda Venable, Bob Wainwright, Dmeter Yablonsky

(Click on title below to go there. Click on TOC at end of an article to return here.
Click on Web address in an article to go to that address.)

Presenter:
Lloyd Quick

Remember: Membership includes access to all workshops, general meetings, phone support, and newsletters at no
additional charge for ALL IMMEDIATE MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY or HOUSEHOLD.
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CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS

Plan Now to Attend the

July and August General Meetings
Second Tuesdays

July 8 and August 12

7:15 p.m.

Palisades Center Mall

In July and August, we join Rockland PC Users
Group for our general meetings at Palisades
CenterMall, 1000 Palisades Center Drive in

W. Nyack, NY.

DIRECTIONS AND PARKING

Palisades Center is very easy to find. There are marked
entrances to the mall when traveling from any direction
on Route 59, Route 303, and the New York State Thruway
(Exit 12) in West Nyack. Enter the Center from any of the
adjacent roadways and proceed into the parking lot.
Although one may enter the mall from any pedestrian
entrance, the underground parking area between letters
M&N is the closest, easiest access point. From there,
take the elevator up to the fourth floor and walk around
to the right or left till you have turned 180 degrees. Walk
straight to the east end of the mall. The Raso Room is on
the left before you reach the ice skating rink.
     If the underground parking lot is not accessible for
some reason, the extreme eastern main public access
doors (between Filene’s and Lord & Taylor) are
recommended. From that entrance, walk through the
doorway alcove and into the mall corridor. Turn left and
walk about 50 yards to the escalators. Take the escalators
up to the fourth floor (three flights). After stepping off
the escalators on the fourth floor, turn 180 degrees and
walk toward the main entrance of the ice rink. The
Community Rooms are on both sides of the corridor
immediately before the ice rink entrance. Look for the
RPCUG sign.
     When entering from any other outside door (or if you
have been shopping), just ask directions to the ice rink
on the fourth level. As you approach the ice rink
entrance, look for the Community Rooms and the RPCUG
sign. Remember that RPCUG meetings start promptly at
7:15 p.m.

For more information, contact Deb Meisels at
debmeisels@optonline.net.

TOC
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With a month gone by as your president, I’m realizing
how difficult it is to keep WPCUG
running smoothly. The first challenge
was getting the newsletter out due to
James Fair’s illness. Next is to make
sure we have enough volunteers doing
their jobs so that no one individual is
overburdened. I’m also attending
special events, such as the APCUG
Regional Conference, to learn how to make WPCUG
bigger and better. The success of WPCUG is my main
priority, and I want more input from our members to give
you the meetings and workshops that you deserve. We
hope to use technology to accomplish some of this. For
example, many members can’t come to our workshops
because of their difficulty driving at night or because of
the high cost of gasoline. We plan to eventually have
some workshops come to you using remote meeting
technology. Last month I asked every member to be on
the lookout for computer stuff they found interesting. This
month I am asking every member to be on the lookout for
new members; in fact, we are in the process of working
out a referral program that can defer some of your
membership costs. The more members we have, the
more energy we have and the better experience you have.

   Richie Nayman
            President

PRESIDENT’S NOTE

PINNACLE STUDIO FAMILY v. 11

PINNACLE VIDEO TRANSFER

Tuesday, July 8

7:15 p.m.

in the Raso Room

Palisades Mall

West Nyack, NY

(see adjoining column for directions)

Presenter: Heather Little
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Richard L. Nayman Computer Consulting

1114 Elm Street
Peekskill, NY 10566
Business: 914.739.0872
Mobile: 914.419.9960
E-mail: richienay@verizon.net

• PC Troubleshooting

• Spyware & Virus

    Removal

• Networking Cable/DSL

• Personal & Group
Training

 

Military Use of Linux in Weapons
Systems
“Real-time Linux for U.S. Navy weap-
ons systems gets an upgrade...for driv-
ing time critical applications—such as
intercepting ballistic missiles—releas-
ed RedHawk Linux 5.1... Concurrent is
the key supplier of RedHawk Linux for
the U.S. Navy’s Aegis cruisers, which
are equipped with anti-air, anti-surface,
and anti-submarine weapons
systems...” http://tinyurl.com/4tbdta
—
China Surpasses U.S. Online
Been wondering how long it would
take? In February, China took the #1
spot for the most people online in one
country. Have you started getting spam
from China yet? Last count, the U.S.
still led the world in generating spam.
http://tinyurl.com/42wnns
—
iPod Allergy?
Before reading this, I’d have thought
someone a tad odd, if they complained
about an iPod allergy. Maybe your
poison ivy allergy is due to your playing
with electronics? “A doctor...at Stony
Brook University...has spoken out
about ‘tech allergies’, a relatively new
phenomenon brought on by the
widespread use of modern
technology...for those who are already
enthusiastic collectors of allergies,
mobile phones just make matters
worse, acting as triggers, increasing
sensitivity to allergens... nickel, used
to make cell phone casings and
batteries, is one of the main causes of
skin allergies, and makes users much
more susceptible to things like allergic
contact dermatitis. The same, sadly,
goes for iPods, which, like cheaper
mobiles, contain the same itch-
inducing, anodizing chemicals and
metals.” http://tinyurl.com/5aqays
—
EULA for Malware
“Selling botnets for particular attacks,
black markets for stolen identities, and
malware construction kits are all now
par for the course...Discovering that

malware authors have actually turned to
to End-User License Agreements
(EULAs) in an attempt to protect their
own intellectual property, however, most
definitely qualifies as something new,
different, and beautifully ironic...”
http://tinyurl.com/5zwn4u
—
XP SP3 Release
Many of us downloaded XP's SP3
before it became available via Windows
Update. Turns out that SP3 was
delayed due to an incompatibility with
some Microsoft software! In the past,
I've criticized MS for what appeared to
be intentional incompatibilities with
software from competitors, based on
information heard from their own
employees. Now they did it to
themselves? One would think they'd
beta test their own applications! "A last-
minute compatibility issue with a
Microsoft application..."  http://
tinyurl.com/3mkqkl  Also, I've just read
of a mistake HP made in loading some
of the AMD-equipped computers with
both Intel and AMD drivers, and the
service pack then assumes the Intel
drivers, which can cause problems.
—
Free Gold!
For years, large electronics
manufacturers have been denounced by
environmentalists for releasing metals
into the waste stream. Now, people in
Japan are “mining” gold from used cell
phones and other electronics. “...it
turns out that whereas a tonne of gold
ore from a mine produces

approximately just 5 grams (.018
ounce) ...a tonne of mobiles on a
rubbish dump could contain up to 150
grams (5.3 ounce) of the shiny stuff...”
http://tinyurl.com/4ecm8k As of now,
gold is over $890 an ounce. Hmmm,
where’d I put that old mobile phone?
—
HP Invents Memristor
“...A memristor works by altering its
resistance between two states (read
like a 0 or a 1), and retains the state
when powered down. However, they do
this very fast, DRAM-fast. This
technology complements current
resistors, inductors, and capacitors
that we all know and love but has been,
until the development of
nanotechnology, impossible to
build...sandwiched a film of titanium
oxide in between two slivers of
platinum—all this just 5nm wide...”
http://tinyurl.com/5kfmwz
—
Back to the 80’s?
Ever wonder how Citrix became so
popular in the corporate workplace? It
takes a PC running Windows, and
then, for the price of the Windows
program, turns it into a sub $100 dumb
terminal. Not that it doesn’t accomplish
its goal, but wouldn’t a dumb terminal
be MUCH cheaper (about the cost of
the program)? The following article puts
today’s “client/server” into perspective:
“...the most cost efficient way of
actually delivering this while keeping
the desktop PC is what most bigger
                             (continued on next page)
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a lot of monitors...”
http://tinyurl.com/6admch
—
Laptop Crazy?
Since I purchased a Linux preloaded
Eee PC laptop for under $400, I was a
little surprised to read, “...average cost
of $3,000 for a State Department
laptop...” But they are used to spending
a lot of money, so that’s not so bad.
What’s bad, however, is losing between
1,000 and 10,000 laptops. What’s
really bad is, “...perhaps as many as
400 of which belonged to the
department’s Anti-Terrorism Assistance
Program...” http://tinyurl.com/4aowgq
Don’t worry, the State Department’s
Bureau of Diplomatic Security has
been, “...urgently dispatching vans
around the bureau’s Washington-area
offices to collect and register employee
laptops...” http://tinyurl.com/4q5ezd If
they didn’t keep records of who they
gave laptops to, the loss should be no
surprise. I don’t think the anti-terrorism
assistance laptops would have any
sensitive information on them.
—
OpenOffice 3 Due in September
Want to see what the new version of
OpenOffice will be like? At the time of
this writing, it’s still in beta, of course. I
like some of the changes. Don’t expect
it to be really fast until at least the
second beta. http://tinyurl.com/4828k6
—
What’s NUMA?
Non-uniform memory architecture, and
“...it’s used by AMD processors...and
will be integrated into the next
generation of 45nm Intel CPUs...”
http://tinyurl.com/4tbdta

organizations have now: the fully locked
down desktop PC combining terminal
functionality with PC costs, risks, and
frustrations...” http://tinyurl.com/
3mve9y  Anyone predict a return to the
use of dumb terminals, or even the “thin
clients” of yesteryear? Sound impos-
sible? Consider the fact that a growing
number of people use their phones to
browse the Web or email.
—
Verizon Tells FCC It’ll Do What It Wants
The company bought frequencies in the
700 MHz band that were stipulated to
be open to access by all. Now, Verizon
says, it does whatever it wants.
“...Verizon, in a filing to the FCC, also
said the commission could not force
the C block winner to allow all appli-
cations on the network...” Google, and
just plain citizens who would lose ac-
cess to whatever Verizon doesn’t want
to let them have, aren’t very happy with
Verizon’s behavior. Especially as Veri-
zon paid MUCH less for these frequen-
cies because of the open access
requirements. http://tinyurl.com/54t424
—
New Wii Game
Nintendo's Wii is the most popular
game console. I've seen them, of
course, but hadn't played with one until
recently. Lots of fun, and becoming
popular with seniors to increase fitness
and eye-hand coordination. I haven't
seen or tried this game, however: "Wii
Pole Dancing Game Intended for
Fitness, Fun for Men and Women..."
http://tinyurl.com/6p7zox
—
GTA 4 Criticized
This video game wins for getting the
most criticism. The following page’s
criticisms are funny, at least for New
Yorkers. “...You can’t jog in Times
Square at noon on a weekday...”
http://tinyurl.com/5x93cj
—
How Many Monitors on Your
Computer?
I only use two monitors. But if you want
to use more:. “...a box with a USB port
to plug into your computer and a DVI
port to plug into a monitor. The system
allows for connection of four monitors at
once which, combined with a pair of
dual-output graphics cards, results in...

(continued on next page)
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Tens of Thousands of Social Security
Numbers Leaked by Oklahoma
I’m increasingly convinced this type of
loss will never end. “One of the cardinal
rules of computer programming is to
never trust your input. This holds
especially true when your input comes
from users, and even more so when it
comes from the anonymous, general
public. Apparently, the developers at
Oklahoma’s Department of Corrections
slept through that day in computer
science class, and even managed to
skip all of Common Sense 101...(that
author then sent the personal information
of employees back to them from the
website) That, apparently, did the trick.
Soon thereafter, the sites underwent
“routine maintenance” and the “roster
pages” were no more. I guess they
weren’t too thrilled about having their
personal data up on the ’net for all to
see.” http://tinyurl.com/4ycfdj
—

SIMPLY PERFECT COMPUTERS

Small Office / Home Office PCs
Troubleshooting  Networks

Virus Removal  DSL & Cable Installs

257 Mamaroneck Ave., Ste 210
Mamaroneck, NY 10543

914-654-4166 24hr/7days
Fax: 914-670-0341 email: SPERF@aol.com

We Make House Calls!™

Jonathan C. Hauff, President

The Difference Engine, No. 2
No, not the SciFi novel by Gibson and
Sterling. “The Computer History
Museum...new construction, the first in
the United States, of the 19th-century
British mathematician Charles
Babbage’s Difference Engine No. 2, an
improved version of his earlier
mechanical digital calculator...”
http://tinyurl.com/6n4luc
—
FIPS 140-2 Standard Gets Federal Push.
Federal Information Processing Standard
gets boost. Want to have that USB drive
encrypted? “...many gov-ernmental
agencies in the United States and
Canada mandate that
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(continued)
sensitive ‘data at rest’ (i.e., all
information not in the network) must be
encrypted with the FIPS 140-2
standard...” http://tinyurl.com/4aw9oh
—
Net Neutrality Is “Bullocks”?
An interesting situation to watch in the
UK: “..the new CEO of Virgin
Media...announced that he considers
Net Neutrality to be “a load of bollocks”
and he’s promised to put any website
or service that won’t pay Virgin a
premium to reach its customers into
the “Internet bus lane.” As a Virgin
customer, I’m...locked into a Virgin plan
for another six months, but as far as
I’m concerned, they’ve just announced
that they’re violating the agreement by
announcing that the services I can
reach will be systematically slowed
down unless they pay Virgin extra. That
means that we’re now null and void. I’ll
be calling to cancel today...”
http://tinyurl.com/55a74y
—
Yesterday, Today, and Tomorrow?
I’m not sure I’d go so far as to say the
following, but it is an interesting point of
view, from someone whose views I
frequently disagree with. “...there is
widespread recognition that Microsoft
represents the vision of yesterday,
while Google represents the vision of
today and tomorrow...” http://
tinyurl.com/5s625z I do see why many
people would say that, and it certainly
appears to be true on the face of it. But
with the attempts to make standards
owned by the company, I don’t think
MS has no vision for the future. I think
much of their vision is bad for
development, and ultimately bad for the
consumer, but that’s very different from
being the vision of yesterday. As a good
friend once told me years ago, “It’s not
that I want Microsoft to fail, it’s that I
want them to have to play by the rules,
same as everyone else.”
—
Violence, Not Sex, Desired?
When it comes to video/computer
gaming, there are often loud complaints
by politicians in the U.S. about content
having too much violence. Could the
following study explain why so many
politicians are viewed as irrelevant?
“...results were surprising. Parents

were happy with their children seeing
scenes of graphic violence but were
squeamish when it came to two adults
sharing a passionate snog. More par-
ents were okay with swearing or even
the odd severed head in video games
just as long as human relationships
were not mentioned...” http://tinyurl.
com/6e2pwh Maybe it’s that parents
see nightly pictures of a war for so
long, those scenes are as overlooked
as a squirrel in the backyard.
—
Floppy/Worm Combo Available
Someone didn’t do enough quality
control, and they shipped fdd’s with
some USB memory with a worm pre-
installed. Woops! “Hewlett-Packard has
been selling USB-based hybrid flash-
floppy drives that were pre-infected with
malware, the company said last week
in a security bulletin...”
http://tinyurl.com/4ptvhm
—
PCMCIA Memory?
Note the picture of some very small
solid state disks in these pictures.
Imagine adding 128 gig to your current
laptop by inserting a PC Card.
http://tinyurl.com/56qjgo
—
Tired of Flash Video?
Don’t worry, Microsoft is going to help
with their new emphasis on
interoperability. Their new version 2.0 of
Silverlight won’t play flash videos. The
excuse is, if they included flash, it
would be too large a download to install
easily. More likely, it’s because they
don’t own the file format. A very large
proportion of Web video is currently
flash, and Microsoft figures you don’t
need to view it.
—
Did a Company “Give Away” Your
Financial Data Today?
A relatively small number of people, but
another example of increasing need for
attention in this area. “...Advanced Auto
Parts has begun sending letters to
customers impacted by a data breach
that may have exposed financial
information of up to 56,000 people...a
“network intrusion”...including locations
in...New York, are believed to have
been affected...”
http://tinyurl.com/3cnc85

New Name for Ultra-Small PC’s, and
Replacements for SO-DIMMs
I’m reminded of when PC’s went from
being desktops to towers or mid-towers
that sat on the floor. At that point I
started calling them, “floor-top
computers.” I’ll never forget the thrill I
got seeing some author using that
wording in print on the Web. Now,
Charlie, over at theInquirer.net, seems
to have created a new name for the
smaller laptops. “...They are much
smaller than laptops, let’s call them...”
http://tinyurl.com/yq7frj I don’t want to
offend anyone by listing the new
nickname here. The article also speaks
about Micro DIMMs replacing SO-
DIMMs, and has a picture of them.
—
USAF Airbase Isn’t Tourism Site?
While Navy ads used to say, “See the
World, Join the Navy,” emails for and
from the USAF have been going to a
tourism website instead! The website
owner, plagued by hundreds of
incorrectly addressed emails, finally
shut the site. But it does make you
wonder how many other government
sites aren’t getting information intended
for them. “Confidential U.S. Air Force
(USAF) emails, some including flight
plans for a presidential visit, have been
mistakenly sent to a tourism website...”
One had a notice, “Destroy by any
means to prevent capture.” Would
sending it to the correct address have
taken too much effort?
http://tinyurl.com/2mt4wu
—
Google Sells Servers to Government
“...Spy agencies are using Google
equipment as the backbone of
Intellipedia, a network aimed at helping
agents share intelligence. Rather than
hoarding information, spies and
analysts are being encouraged to post
what they learn on a secure online
forum where colleagues can read it and
add comments...The system is
modeled after Wikipedia, the public
online, group-edited encyclopedia.
However, the cloak-and-dagger version
is maintained by the director of national
intelligence and is accessible only to
the CIA, FBI, National Security Agency,
and an alphabet soup of other
intelligence agencies and offices...”
http://tinyurl.com/2z23fn
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WPCUG WORKSHOPS
by Richard Nayman, Workshop Coordinator

continued on next page

W estchester PC Users Group has WWWWWORKSHOPS FOR EVERORKSHOPS FOR EVERORKSHOPS FOR EVERORKSHOPS FOR EVERORKSHOPS FOR EVERYYYYYONEONEONEONEONE who uses a computer. Some workshops
have a formal classroom-type approach; others are more informal meetings, where ideas and problems are discussed.
Below is a list of the various workshops, with phone numbers and email addresses of the leaders. Feel free to contact each
leader for more information. Annual dues allow all immediate household/family members to attend as many work-
shops as they wish.  For workshop schedules, see the calendar on page 9.

Beginner-Level Workshops
These are most like the standard classroom/lecture
format. All questions, including those of the most basic
nature, are welcome here. The sessions are run much
like the classic teacher/student model (but no pop-
quizzes or exams!).

COOL COMPUTER STUFF
Mitch Lampert (914) 686-3191
     Mitch@MitchLampert.net
This new workshop explores various topics that might be
fun to play with or examine, for one or two sessions, but
each one hardly warrants its own series of regular
workshops. Each month brings a new, cool thing to gape
at. Topics may include, but are not necessarily limited to,
voice recognition, media players, programming basics,
art applications, gaming, the Tablet PC, building robots
with LEGO Mindstorms, and fun with Artificial Intel-
ligence. Our sessions will expose the surface of each of
these subjects, and we will discuss the future of where
this workshop is headed! Join us to have your say!

eBAY
Howard Hill (232-4896)
     billnye@bestweb.net
Set up accounts, make bids, sell, and learn more of
what eBay offers. Topics: become a verified member;
navigate in eBay; search for items; reserve prices;
eBay stores; PayPal accounts; money transfers;
feedback. Advanced topics: start selling your items;
construct good item descriptions; good titles for selling
items; eBay Motors - shopping for cars; bidding on
unusual items; (vacations); shipping issues (domestic);
international shipping; and eBay fraud; eBay listing
costs; getting support. Email questions to help make
work personal and useful.

EXPRESSION WEB
Betsy Heerde (Roundtable Moderator)
This cooperative learning round table considers the ele-
ments necessary for planning and creating a Web site us-
ing MS Expression Web.

PC MAINTENANCE AND SECURITY
David Caesar-Dare
     organhealer@hotmail.com
A comprehensive checklist of procedures, tools, and
resources for safe computing. E-mail David for more
information.

MULTIMEDIA
This workshop will be temporarily suspended until a
new leader is found.

PALM / POCKET PC

(Will be held periodically as demand allows.)
Ken Fried (Leader) (528-2433)
     KenFried@bestweb.net
Doug Beards (Coleader) (948-0025)
     dbeards@bigfoot.com
This workshop is generally conducted every other
month. Contact Ken or Doug for more details.

POWERPOINT
Ken Fried (528-2433)
     KenFried@bestweb.net
Whether you're searching for a better job/position, or
just want to learn how to design good presentations for
staff meetings, Web pages, or training manuals on a
kiosk, handouts will also be provided each month as
we learn Microsoft PowerPoint together. Contact Ken
for more details.

QUICKEN
Harry MacLaughlin
     harrym67@verizon.net
Quicken is in my view an easy and intuitive program
in that you can keep it simple or you can use it for
complex planning and investing uses. If you want it to
keep your checkbook reconciled, it’s simple. If you want
to breakdown your investments into asset classes it is a
little less so but still not difficult. A Q&A session will begin
each workshop. We will then work through cash
accounts, file management, and some online functions.
Later we will get into investment accounts. All sessions
will be open to comments and discussion. Contact Harry
for more details.

WINDOWS, BEGINNER
Mark Lindemann (769-2354)
  MarkJL@OptOnline.net
Richard Nayman (assistant) (739-0872) 
    richnay@msn.com
For those new to Windows 95/98/Me/XP or bought
your first computer? This workshop is for you.
Intermediate-Level Workshops
Although much of the material covered will be
in the teacher/student format, members are
encouraged to participate or even occasionally lead their
own sessions.

ADOBE  PHOTOSHOP
(Discontinued in favor of ADOBE PHOTOSHOP
ELEMENTS 5. See below)

ADOBE PHOTOSHOP ELEMENTS 5
Elliott Topp (914-693-6416)
     ell.topp@verizon.net
Make your photographs look their best. Edit, enhance,

DIGITAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Will be rescheduled if interest warrants and a
workshop leader can be found. Please contact
Jonathan Hauff if interested. sperf@aol.com

LINUX
Joseph Bruno
John Moore (assistant)
    john@lions-wing.net
This is the “hot” superior, stable, and free operating
system. Join us for presentations and discussions
about Linux. Because the Linux community is one of
camaraderie in which advanced users help write and
maintain this free OS, this workshop will provide
encouragement and help for all levels of users, with
input from all. Visit www.linuxpcug.org for schedule
and details.

MICROSOFT WORD
(Some meetings fall into Beginner Level)
Fred Howley (762-3681)
    fred_howley@msn.com
Whether you are new at Word or have a bit of
experience, now is the perfect time to attend this class.
We will go over some shortcuts and techniques that
everyone will use regardless of which version of Word
that you are using. Questions are not only welcome, but
are an integral part of the class. If you have questions
about a specific document, bring a copy of it on diskette
and we will see if the class can help you.
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UPGRADE & REPAIR
Jonathan Hauff (654-4166)
     sperf@aol.com
This workshop will cover both hardware and software.
The good stuff, fun stuff, and other bad stuff. Each session
will feature both the good stuff: adding to your PC
(cameras, phones, PDAs, iPods, MP3 players, mass
storage and backups) and upgrades; the bad stuff: error
messages, stubborn installations, dreaded “blue screens
of death,” conflicts and buggy programs, virus/spyware/
identity issues and how to understand and solve them all!
1st session: external drives – storage and backups: turn
disaster to inconvenience, and installation problems:
resolving stubborn printer/scanner/all-in-one installs.

organize, and share your photos. Fix common flaws,
create composites, add text and graphics. Entertain
friends with a dynamic slideshow. Show your photos
on the Web. E-mail your images to friends and family.
Show all of your photos in one place, and find photos
using visual tags and a variety of viewing options.



Linux
Ed Weinberg 713-7222

Networks and Peer-to-Peer
Jonathan Halpern 235-6198
Jonathan Hauff 834-0587
Richard Nayman              739-0872

OS/2 Warp
David Newman 693-6650

Photoshop/Photoshop
Elements
Elliott Topp 693-6416

Programming Languages
C, C++

David Newman 693-6650
Visual BASIC
David Newman 693-6650
James P. Iscaro 831-5831

Quicken/QuickBooks
Lois Herbst                    761-3477
Mary Ries                       592-8832

Spreadsheets
Excel
Steve Nadel 718-409-4527
Jonathan Hauff 834-0587
Jane Cohen 941-1872

Windows 9+/XP/Vista
Jonathan Hauff 834-0587
David Newman 693-6650
Richard Nayman 739-0872
Ed Weinberg 713-7222
Ron Josephs (office) 231-1959

Word Processing
MS Word
Steve Nadel 718-409-4527
Deborah Meisels 718-885-1935
Jane Cohen 941-1872
WordPerfect
Jane Cohen 941-1872

Anti-Virus
Jonathan Hauff 834-0587
Richard Nayman 739-0872

Beginners
Jonathan Hauff 834-0587
Jane Cohen                          941-1872
Deborah Meisels 718-885-1935
Ron Josephs (office) 231-1959
Robert Weber 761-8382

Browsers/Email Clients
Deborah Meisels 718-885-1935
David Caesar-Dare        845-356-7829

Databases
Access
James P. Iscaro 831-5831
Rachel Levine 478-1553
Paradox for Windows
Tony Rattenni 969-8092
Jonathan Halpern 235-6198

Desktop Publishing
PageMaker
Jonathan Hauff 834-0587

DOS
Jonathan Hauff 834-0587
Ron Josephs (office) 231-1959

For Phone Support...

continued from page 10
WPCUG WORKSHOPS

Many members of our club
                   make themselves avail-
                   able to help other club
                   members find solutions
for various computer problems.
     We try to help with hardware,
software, operating systems,
updates, scanners, and printers.
Call us — we’ll help if we can.

TOC

UTILITIES & TROUBLESHOOTING
Richard Nayman  (739-0872)
     richnay@msn.com
Learn how to troubleshoot hardware and software
computer problems using field-tested techniques. We
also will demonstrate the latest commercial,
shareware, and freeware utilities. We start with a
Q&A session. Sick computers are always welcome,
but by appointment only. Contact Richard for more
details.

VIDEO EDITING
Utilizing the structured learning approach from Adobe’s
Classroom in a Book, this workshop covers all aspects
of video editing with emphasis on Premiere
Elements. We begin by importing raw material from a
library of stored files or camcorder and proceed to
demonstrate the many techniques used to cut, add
transitions, special effects, titles, audio, and closing
credits to a finished product ready for burning a DVD.
Our coleaders can also assist with other popular
software, including Pinnacle, Ulead, and Vegas.

For further information, email:
Al Conte (coleader) aljo40@verizon.net
Steve Gardner (coleader) stegar1@optonline.net
Irwin Norman (coleader) irwinor@rcn.com

WINDOWS XP/VISTA
Richard Nayman (739-0872)
     richnay@msn.com
Joseph Bruno (assistant)
Get acquainted with Vista, Microsoft’s new operating
system. Learn all about Vista before you take the
plunge, and hopefully this will help you decide in
which direction to go. We still plan on covering all the
ins and outs of Windows XP. Remember, it took over
4 years before most of our members finally switched
from Windows 9x. We cater to all computing levels
and stress the basics. Contact Richard for details.

JAVA
Pat Murphy

MS ACCESS
Doug Beards (948-0025)
     dbeards@bigfoot.com
Ken Fried (coleader)
     kenfried@bestweb.net
Learn how to design and program a database using
MS Access. Contact Doug for more details.

WINDOWS, ADVANCED
Ralph Grauso (337-7479)
     ralfromny@hotmail.com
Jonathan Hauff (assistant) (834-0587)
     sperf@aol.com
Guest leader each month will provide new ideas and
insight on how to use your computer. Come
expecting to learn from the experts and have your
toughest questions not only answered but also
expanded upon.

Advanced-Level Workshops
These are full roundtable-format sessions, with
the leader functioning as a moderator rather
than a lecturer. These workshops include our
programming sessions.
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   pmurphy@stepinac.org
Temporarily suspended.



continued on next page

Board Members attending the meeting were Gary Feiman,
Steve Gardner, Brian Goldstein, Earl Gundersen, Betsy
Heerde, Mel Kreisler, Ede Kroner, Jimmy Lamake, Nate
Lipsen, Jack Marsella, Deborah Meisels, Richard Nayman,
and Robert Weber. Also in attendance were Steven Brager,
Joe Bruno, Scott Fitzgerald, John Nauss, Tony Spinelli, and
Angela Zucano.

The meeting was called to order at 7:07 P.M.

The minutes of the February 27, 2008, Board Meeting was
approved as corrected.

Programs: Deb Meisels reported the General Meeting
schedule as follows:

April Web 2.0 Patents, Open Source, and
                        Software by Michael J. Feigin
May Disk Jockey
June Dick Kranz (Mid-Hudson PCUG) on 3D

            Holography
July & August Combined meetings with RPCUG at

Palisades Center

Treasury: No report.

Membership: Earl Gundersen reported there are currently
278 members in good standing. He is sending lists to Nate
Lipsen to delete ID numbers from “Member” access and
expects to have a list containing only active members in the
near future. Earl circulated a list of what he expects the new
board to look like and commented either the outgoing or
incoming president should address all board positions and
see if they are being filled adequately or if the position is
even considered necessary. Tony Spinelli said he would like
to readdress the subject of lifetime memberships that he
brought up last year. Richard asked that this be addressed
under new business.

Newsletter: No report. The April newsletter is on the Web
site. Richard Nayman said last summer James Fair men-
tioned there was a possibility he might resign from the
position of newsletter editor. In case this becomes a reality,
the board should be vigilant for a possible replacement.

Web Site: Nate Lipsen reported the Web site is up-to-date.
The two business-card size advertisements from the
newsletter have been placed on the home page. Nate
received an inquiry during the month from a computer repair
business that was interested in advertising and passed the
information on to Elliott Topp. He is adding or deleting
names for access to the “Member” section of the Web site
as he receives them from Earl Gundersen. Jack Marsella
has been in contact with O’Reilly Publishing and they
offered to periodically send WPCUG a free book if a banner
advertisement for O’Reilly was placed on the home page of
club Web site. Richard asked that further discussion be
addressed under new business.

Software: Richard Nayman has a few software items that
can be used for the raffles. Jimmy Lamake informed Richard
that the Microsoft TechNet resources should be available to
WPCUG in the near future. Richard currently has copies of
Norton Suite 2008 and Norton AntiVirus available for review if
anyone is interested. Richard will put this information in the
weekly update and mention it at the next general meeting.

Information Line: Bob Weber reported the Information Line
is running smoothly.  He asked who handles a request for
further information when a person calls the Information Line
and presses option three. Jimmy Lamake replied any calls
received that are not for Westchester PC-Renew are for-
warded to David Caesar-Dare, the new-member chairperson,
or Deb Meisels as appropriate.

Publicity: Mel Kreisler reported the Journal News continues
to publish information about WPCUG meetings and work-
shops. Mel has been contacting other newspapers and
radio stations to obtain coverage information about WPCUG.
Mel will call the Journal News and inquire how changes can
be made to information that has already been submitted for
publication. Earl Gundersen had a copy of the White Plains
Times and asked if Mel had tried to secure publication of
WPCUG information in that newspaper. Mel was aware of
the White Plains Times and will make inquiries with them.

Discounts: No report.

Workshops: Richard Nayman said he will be delegating
some of the responsibility for the workshops to an assistant
in the coming months, but first he has to recruit an
assistant. He described the duties of the workshop
coordinator as he sees them. Joe Bruno said the locks on
the doors at Stepinac are being changed so WPCUG will
need new keys. Joe Bruno stressed that people attending
Westchester PC-Renew are not allowed to wander around
Stepinac as part of the WPCUG agreement with the school.
Going to the restroom is an exception but there has been a
request from the janitors not to use the janitors’ restroom.
Richard asked Joe to send him specific information about
Stepinac so he can pass it on. Richard has recruited
someone who is interested in hosting a QuickBooks
workshop. The workshop leaders were requested to send
Richard a report on their workshop after it was held as per
John Nauss’ recommendation. The Cool Computing
workshop will be moved to Stepinac beginning in April.
Richard asked those present to either think about helping
Ralph Grauso by making a presentation at the Advanced
Windows workshop or recruiting someone else to be a
guest speaker.

Equipment: Gary Feiman reported there was a problem
with a wheel snapping off one of the equipment carts but it
has been repaired. The cabinets and carts have now been
color coded (taped) to identify where everything belongs.

Westchester PC-Renew: Jimmy Lamake reported 20 com-
puters were donated to Cerebral Palsy. Steve Brager com-
pleted a Ubuntu computer to donate to people or organiza-
tions that do not qualify as nonprofit. Jean Coppola from

Minutes of the WPCUG
Board Meeting of March 26, 2008
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Pace University needs computers for nonprofit organizations
she is working with.  She also needs computers for individ-
uals who do not qualify under 501(c)(3) status. The work
space is being reorganized by Ben Badin, Tony Spinelli, and
Ronin Freidman. Stepinac has notified Westchester PC-
Renew that they will be phasing out computers in one of
their laboratories. Those computers will be donated to West-
chester PC-Renew. Licenses for Microsoft Windows are
running low. Jimmy is hoping there will be a lull after
exhausting Microsoft licenses that will create an opportunity
to prepare Ubuntu and Kubuntu computers. Jack Marsella
commented that Windows XP will only be available through
January 2009 to OEMs. A decision should be made whether
Westchester PC-Renew is going to continue using Windows
XP. Richard Nayman commented that if WPCUG places
more emphasis on Linux then people might switch to it.
Others present believed that would not be the case. Scott
Fitzgerald stated that dropping support for any platform is
likely to drive membership away from the organization.
There was a brief discussion about reasons and benefits for
placing more emphasis on Linux.

Intergroup Liaison: Jack Marsella reminded the board to
register for the Leadership Development Conference before
March 31. Corporate sponsors include Microsoft, Pinnacle,
Real Illusion, and O’Reilly among others. Jack said there
will be a need for volunteers at the conference.

Old Business: The following items were discussed.

Utilities Disk: Richard Nayman and Jimmy Lamake have
not created the utilities disk as yet although Jimmy gave
Richard a disk containing freeware at the meeting tonight.
Richard will go through the disk and then add some software
he has in mind. Once the disk is finished he will share it
with the board and solicit further additions at that time.
Jack Marsella suggested that once the disk is complete
some of the programs on it could be highlighted during a
“show and tell” at the general meeting.

Nominating Committee: Ede Kroner inquired about the
procedure for the election to be held at the April general
meeting.  The election will be by acclamation and will be run
by either Ede or Earl Gundersen.

New Business: The following items were discussed.

Lifetime Membership: Tony Spinelli explained his reasons
(among others, increased funds in the treasury and possible
attraction of new members) for suggesting adoption of a
lifetime membership.  There was a long discussion of the
advantages and disadvantages (the majority of comments
were negative) of offering a lifetime membership.  To con-
clude the discussion, Richard Nayman said lifetime
membership would not be considered unless something
realistic was presented (fee of at least $1,000) and he did
not think WPCUG was ready for this now.  Jack Marsella
suggested tabling further discussion until after the
Leadership Development Conference where members of the
board would have an opportunity to speak to representatives
of other user groups to see what their experiences have
been and what type of information they could offer.

Venues: Scott Fitzgerald said there is a tendency of user
groups to acquire office or warehouse space, refurbish it
with LANs, commercial grade DSL, and create their own
clubhouse. Scott brought this up because he has heard
some complaints about Web access for the various
workshops. Bob Weber thought this was outside the
financial realm of WPCUG, but Deb Meisels disagreed
saying that it should be discussed when Michael Leff was
present so the board could obtain a better idea of the
amount spent every month for space. Brian Goldstein
commented that warehouse space might be in undesirable
neighborhoods that members would not want to enter at
night. Richard Nayman commented that holding the
meetings at the Middle School gives the organization some
respectability. Brian said that further discussion of this topic
should also be tabled until after the Leadership Development
Conference when those attending would have an opportunity
to speak with representatives of other user groups about
their venues. Scott agreed with this suggestion and his
proposal was tabled until a future meeting.

Meeting Space: Steven Brager commented that since
there was discussion of venues, IBM had a Learning Center
in the North White Plains/Armonk area and wondered if IBM
might be receptive to allowing WPCUG to meet there. Jack
Marsella said it was highly unlikely IBM would open up the
facility due to security reasons but Steven thought this
might not be the case since this was a Learning Center.
Steve said he would make inquiries at IBM.

Computer Show: Richard Nayman said WPCUG needs a
new banner because he was at the computer show this past
weekend and had trouble identifying our table. This had
been discussed at a previous board meeting at which time
Jonathan Hauff said he was looking into the cost of a new
banner. Ede Kroner will contact Jonathan and make
inquiries about the status of the new banner, location of the
poles, white board, and other equipment for the computer
shows. Deb Meisels said a new batch of trifold brochures is
currently being printed. Richard said that any chairpersons
needing business cards should contact Deb. Ede said there
has been a good turnout of people volunteering to help at the
computer shows. She said Joe McElhinney suggested
having a display with the types of questions that are an-
swered at WPCUG.  She said all suggestions are welcome.

Middle School Telephone Line and DSL: Gary Feiman
stated WPCUG is paying for a telephone line at the Middle
School that is very rarely used in order to obtain DSL
service. He said that in New Jersey there is something
available called dry line DSL. If this were available in
Westchester, WPCUG might be able to have DSL service
without paying for a telephone line that is not used. Gary
said he would look into it.

April Meeting Date: The next board meeting will be April
23, 2008.

The meeting was adjourned at 9:02 P.M.

Respectfully submitted,
Brian Goldstein, Recording Secretary
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Maps to WPCUG’s Meeting Places

Getting to Stepinac: If you are
going east on Mamaroneck Avenue
(toward Mamaroneck), make a right
immediately before the Stepinac sign
and park in the parking lot behind
the school. Use the center entrance
from the lot, go down 1/2 flight of
stairs, and then proceed right to
classroom G1 or the Electronics Lab.
Handicap Access: There is a
handicap access entrance on the right
side of the building, at the loading
dock. Once inside the school, go left at
the hallway, and take first right.
Elevator is on the right.

Stepinac High School
950 Mamaroneck Ave.
White Plains, N.Y.

White Plains Middle School
128 Grandview Avenue

White Plains, N.Y.

Reminder for Those Attending
WPCUG Workshops or General
Meetings at the White Plains

Middle School

Please DO NOT come to the workshops
or general meetings at the White Plains
Middle School earlier than 30 minutes
before their scheduled start times. Earlier
arrivals have created security problems for
the school and additional charges for
WPCUG.

TOC
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Learn
With Us!

Membership
Includes All
Workshops

Please check only one:             New                        Renewal

Name(s): ________________________________________________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

City: _____________________________________________________ State _________ Zip ___________

Phone: (Day) ________________________________________ (Evening) ____________________________

Email: _________________________________________________________________________________

How did you hear about WPCUG? ______________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Annual Membership Dues: $50 per household/family
(Please make your check payable to WPCUG and send to Membership, 36 Rochambeau Rd., Garrison, NY 10524-7408  )
Signature __________________________________________          Check # ___________

New Member/Renewal Form - Use Paypal at www.WPCUG.org or this form with check.
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